
Take a dip in the pool
Make that Magic Number work for you

I highly recommend a simple scarf as a first intentionally patterned project. It will get you used to tracking 

colors and adjusting tension to control them. Fisherman’s Rib is an easy place to start. A stacked project 

will require more attention, while an argyle is a bit more forgiving and might therefore be more fun. For 

any of these approaches, thicker yarns are easiest to learn on as the colors are easier to track and control.

Begin knowing that you may have to start over. From years of experience teaching this technique, I 

know that in a class of thirty students, three or four will have to drastically alter their Magic Number once 

they get working. Whether due to inaccuracies in the original calculations or to a change of tension as 

a stitcher relaxes, adjustments might have to be made. If so, you can change needle size or change the 

stitch count by casting on or binding off, then continue knitting until the colors work. Once you get a truly 

accurate stitch count and needle size, you can start over. If everything worked from the beginning, you 

can simply continue on. 

Here are general tips for your first try:

1 Choose a simple stitch pattern. You’ll need to concentrate on the colors, and adding 

the hassle of keeping track of pattern rows can be frustrating.

2 Go through 2 different methods of determining the Magic Number. I suggest using 

both the mathematical method and the counting method (pages 26-27). They should 

produce the same results. Doing both is good practice and good insurance—if they 

are the same, you are good to go; if they are different, try again.

3 Make sure you have identified 1 color to track. 

4 Make sure you know what type of dyeing has been done: across the skein or around 

the skein. It will determine the fabric’s appearance and tell you what to expect in 

tracking the colors.

5 Work a scarf on half the Magic Number as most full numbers are too wide for a scarf.

6 Get used to tracking just 1 color, either the most apparent color if making argyles, or 

along the edge if stacking. Where 1 color goes, all others follow.



1 Determine your Magic Number.

2 Using a color-control cast-on (see page 27), cast 

on half your Magic Number (EXCEPT Surrealist 

Plaid, where you cast on half minus 1) OR chain 

half your Magic Number plus 1. 3 Work in stitch 

pattern. Colors should begin patterning after 

several rows. 4 If yarn is not patterning, adjust 

needle size. If scarf uses more than one skein (or 

if you run into that occasional knot), take care to 

maintain the color repeat as you join yarns (see 

Fisherman’s Knot, page 31). 5 Work to desired 

length. 6 Bind off in pattern.

General instructions for knit or crocheted scarves

Half Magic scarves

For most scarves you only need 
half your Magic Number.

A great way to test yarns AND develop your 

color management skills. Try one or all!

1 See page 164 for abbreviations and 
techniques. 2 Adjust suggested needle or 
hook size to make the color repeat work. 
Gauge is not critical for these scarves.

MiNdFul  color

easy  knitting or crochet 

We used 25 stitches (50 was our Magic Number) on a 
5mm/H-8 crochet hook and approximately 225 yds in 
this medium-weight yarn for a 4" x 49½" scarf.

Prism Symphony, in color Mohave  
dyed-around 64" repeat

Stacked Scarf

Attention should be paid to make each 

stitch line up on top of the same color 2 

rows below. You may have to adjust tension 

slightly as you work to make that happen. 

In our scarf, we allowed the colors to cross 

at the halfway point — at the back of 

neck — so that the other side of the scarf has 

colors stacking somewhat differently.

We used 25 stitches (50 was our Magic Number) on 
a 5mm/H-8 crochet hook and approximately 200 yds 
in this medium-weight yarn for a 4" x 41" scarf.

Prism Symphony, in color Harvest  

dyed-around 64" repeat

crocheted scarves
Crochet also provides a great platform for patterning. Our 

two Seed Stitch scarves were worked on the same number 

of stitches, with little attention paid to color alignment in the 

argyle scarf, and careful attention paid in the stacked scarf. 

Interestingly enough, the stacked scarf begins with one set 

of colors stacking in an every-other-row order (since this is a 

dyed-around skein) and then, just shy of the center back, the 

colors are allowed to move in a short argyle burst that then 

realigns the colors for the other end. This was done solely by 

tightening the stitches ever so slightly through this section, and 

then resuming the normal gauge for the other side. Seed Stitch is 

essentially a crochet version of knitted Half Linen Stitch, offering 

every-other-stitch blending.

Double Crochet also makes patterning easy, and is a nice flexible 

stitch for a scarf. As always, more attention is needed for stacking, 

less for an argyle. In either case, crochet can be adjusted simply 

by pulling a few stitches out and reworking them, with tension a 

bit tighter or looser as is required for the colors to behave. 
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crochet Seed Stitch  
Row 1 Turn and sc in second stitch from hook, 

(ch 1, skip next stitch, sc in next stitch) 12 times, 

sc in last stitch — 13 sc stitches; 12 ch-1 spaces. 
Row 2 Ch 1, turn; sc in first sc, ch 1, (sc in 

next ch-1 sp, ch 1), end with sc in last stitch 

from previous row. Stitch count will remain 

consistent from row to row. 
Repeat Row 2.

Argyle Scarf

Colors should line up within a stitch or 2 of the 

same color 2 rows below. Some variation will 

occur, with colors reversing direction.


